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It is fashionable these days in some schools of political science 
to say that it is not possible really to get social advancement or 
social amelioration by the activities of leaders in the community; 
men of vision and purpose and drive; but that this can only^be 
achieved by the spontaneous action of the mass of the people. 
Quite frankly, I think that the whole history of this State belies 
that theory. 
In the last century we were founded as a province on the theory of 
Edward Gibbon Wakefield, who foresaw the development of South 
Australia as a class-bound society, with a clear separation of 
classes; with people possessing capital providing the means of 
employment, and people who were employed unable to move from the 
employed class by reason of being deprived of the means >of getting 
the base of employment^(i.e. by having the price of land so high 
no labourer could buy it). 
That was not how this State developed. From the outset those who 
came here were not prepared to accept that view of society. 
From the outset 5outh Australia bacame a leader in social advancement, 
in improving the quality of life and liberties of its citizens 
and so we became through the leadership of an elite 
in the early years of this province, the first place in the world 
to get manhood suffrage and the secret ballot, and the second 
place in the world to get the vote for women. 
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(then a piece about the Torrens Title) 
South Australia also adopted the Torrens Title system of land 
registration 
and the first place in the world to get children's courts. 
All of these things were pace setting upon South Australia's part. 
Today with our State so affluent and privileged in the world we 
are extraordinarily fortunate. For two-thirds of the world's 
population our wealth is beyond their ken. We have an opportunity 
to ensure that we develop as the best urban area in our region, 
but perhaps indeed in the world and to preserve the advantages 
of environment with which we have been blest. 
We can also ensure that we are a centre for new scientific 
and technological development which will not only provide for us 
but will allow us to contribute to the development of our 
total region. We can contribute to provision for the less 
privileged. 
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The Premier! 
It is fashionable these days in some schools of political science to say 
that it is not pssible really to get social advancement or social 
amelioration lay the activities of leaders in the community; men of vision 
and purpose and drive; tout that this can only he achieved by the 
spontaneous action of the mass of the people. Quite frankly, I think that 
the ifeole history of this State belies that theory. 
In the last century we were founded a^ g. a province on the theojy 
Edward Gibbon Wakeffcftftd, who foresaw the development of South Australia 
as a class-bound society, with a dear separation of classes; with people 
possessing capital providing the means of employment, and people who 
were employed tmj&ble to mnu-»- w^p^nf the employed 
class by reason of being deprived of the means of getting the 
base of employment • (111111 W W j I) if <2* l+j bt^—y+liA i>-« > ct ^ 
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That was not how this State developvMF. ^ PrcmHhe oufts/t who came 
here were not prepared to accept that view of society* Fran the outset 
South Austral^, became, a leader in social advancement, in improving the 
quality It if f its citizens 
• ••and so we became through the leadership of an elitj£l 
in the early yeass of this provinoe, the first place in the world to get 
manhood suffrage and. 
and the second place in the world to get the vote for women* 
(then a piece about the Torrens title; and-t-be first pl&oe in the world cu to get childreas courts 
South Australia's part* 
All of these things were pace setting upon 
Today with our State so affluent and privileged in the world we are 
extraordinarily fortunate* For two-thirds of the world's population 
our wealth is beyond their ken. We have an opportunity to ensure 
•o&Bsaaijr that we develop as the best urban area in our region, but perhaps 
indiH^f in the wo riband ^m^SSP^aSSSSSBSA t o preserve the advantages of 
environment with which we have been Ifk blest* 
We also come te^ new technological and scientific 
\phich wjilnot n^ly^ profxde us^ btit A ....piwiAton on our part 
foa^ jfeople of the total j^iww^ W&^re best plctfed to do thiW^ find if 
are to be leaders and D&oe^ settersr 
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